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1. Name of Kirkyard:  Graveyard, Porin, Milton  
     (From HER) 
 
 
2. National Grid Reference:  NH 3087 5524  
 
 
3. Civil Parish: Contin  
 
 
4. Description:  Old graveyard in a rural setting with a 20th century extension.  No 
church in use or redundant.  The older burial ground lies to the north of the more 
recent extension, on higher ground.  The ground inside the older part is very 
uneven and slopes towards the southern boundary wall. 
 

 
 
5. Setting:  This rural graveyard lies on the north banks of the River Meig in the 
beautiful setting of the  Strathconon valley.  There are a few scattered houses to 
the north, dotted along the road through the village.  Trees line the walls of the 
older burial ground. 
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6. Designations and Significance:  There are no buildings on this site, but there are 
a range of gravestones, mostly upright but with some flat slabs underfoot and 
some small upright markers just poking out of the ground. 
 
 
 Scheduled Ancient Monument                                  Listed Building      

 
 

7. Elements: 
Boundary Walls:  Dry stone walls with coping stones surround the older burial 
ground in a roughly rectangular shape.                                                        
 
Railings, Gates and Gateways:  Plain, black iron gate in good condition at top of 
the track that leads from the road. 
There is a rusted iron gate, formerly painted green, in a plain farm style, at the 
northwest corner of the old ground with no defined gatepiers, the gate just joins the 
wall.   A gate in the west wall that leads to the newer burial ground, also rusted 
iron, patchy green paint covered, with chicken wire, smaller than the farm style 
gate.                                                
 
Wall Monuments:  There are two wall monuments in the west wall near to the 
entrance.  Their slabs replace the stones of the boundary wall and they are topped 
with stone coping.  The first monument is to Captain Christian Combe d.1940 and 
Lady Jane Seymour Combe d. 1941.  The other is to Henry Christian Seymour d. 
1962? 
 

 
 
8. Ownership of Kirkyard: 
 
 
Highland Council                             Private                                  Other         
 
 
 
9. Risk:  The graveyard is generally in good condition.  The large trees beside the 
boundary walls do not seem to have caused any damage, but should be 
monitored. 
 
 
                                                                                                      On BAR?     
 
10. Ancillary Issues:   
ACCESS: The burial ground lies at the end of a small track.  The car park is on the 
opposite side of the road from the site, but the road is not a busy one.  There are 
no paths on site and the ground is uneven.  There are no facilities. 
 
INTERPRETATION: There is no interpretation on site. 
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